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apex is an all-in-one, plug-and-play virtual instrument. there are no complicated interfaces or endless lists of controls to learn. simply plug it in, connect it to your computer, and start to play with it as if it were a real instrument or plug-in. there are no applications to navigate and you can even store presets
and save your own custom audio and midi commands. are you ready to start creating today? revolutionize the way you work with pro tools by harnessing the power of media assets and video. with the pro tools hdx video engine you can add media of all types to your pro tools sessions right out of the box,
and render with it as well. the process of adding video is simple, intuitive, and intuitive. why have a separate application when you can have it all in one place? are you ready to start playing with pro tools hdx video today? pro tools essential ($19.99 monthly subscription) is the solution for prosumers who
want the best of the best in their editing and audio production experience. essential was built for beginners as well as prosumers with a high degree of expertise. it offers a powerful intuitive user interface for editing with the power, workflow, and performance to handle any audio project. it includes all the
innovative tools and features found in pro tools hdx and pro tools hdx native. learn more pro tools essential ($19.99 monthly subscription) is the solution for prosumers who want the best of the best in their editing and audio production experience. essential was built for beginners as well as prosumers with
a high degree of expertise. it offers a powerful intuitive user interface for editing with the power, workflow, and performance to handle any audio project. it includes all the innovative tools and features found in pro tools hdx and pro tools hdx native. learn more
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